Measurement Form for Tie-Neck Surplice

Name: ________________________________________________________________________

Shipping Address: ________________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: ________________________________________________________________________

Phone: ___________________________ Email: ___________________________

Fabric Choice: ( ) lightweight linen    ( ) medium weight linen    ( ) cotton

(Read notes on page 2 “helpful notations on fabric choice”)

Lace: ( ) no lace    ( ) on skirt only    ( ) on skirt and sleeve    ( ) along neck/front opening

skirt lace #________________   sleeve lace #________________   neck/opening lace #__________

Measurements are taken: ( ) from an existing alb or surplice   ( ) of self, wearing my cassock

Please refer to the letters and arrows on the picture drawing on page 2 for each measurement.

A) ______ Neck – circumference around your cassock collar  (I will add a little for ease.)
B) ______ Shoulder and Sleeve Length together - from bottom of cassock collar to desired length with your arm hanging down at your side
C) ______ Shoulder – from the bottom of your cassock collar to the shoulder seam
D) ______ Sleeve Length – this measurement equals measurement B minus measurement C
E) ______ Sleeve Circumference - measure around an existing surplice sleeve – or – use the standard measurement 26”
F) ______ Back Length – from bottom of cassock collar to desired length
G) ______ Front Length – from bottom of cassock collar to desired length  (front length should be about 1.5” to 2.5” shorter than the back length for this style of surplice)
H) ______ Circumference of surplice skirt at edge of hem  (usually about 88”; 92” for large build)

(_____) Please put an “X” here if you are of a larger build. To provide for a better fit, also send a full-length picture of yourself and the measurement around your hips _______________.

You may make a copy of this form, fill it out, and send it to me via email, or just send the measurements through the email (i.e.: A – 19.5”,  B – 29”,  C – 5.75”, etc.). Take measurements to the nearest quarter of an inch.
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**Helpful notations on fabric choice:**

**Lightweight vs. medium weight linen:**

*** The medium weight linen will obviously last longer than the lightweight because of the density due to the high thread count. Medium weight linen is especially recommended for an everyday surplice since it will need to be laundered more often than a high feast surplice that is worn occasionally.

*** The lightweight linen is often used in two situations: a) if you'll be having delicate lace on it; or b) if you get overheated easily.

*** The 100% no-iron cotton has a wrinkle resistant agent on it so it's virtually iron free. However, for the tie-neck surplice, the cotton does not hang as nice as the linen.

**Caring for your linen garment:**

*** Dry cleaning is recommended by manufacturer. It is highly recommended especially if you have lace on the garment. If you send your garment out to be cleaned, ask the cleaner to wash it in water rather than in dry cleaning fluid – it will be more effective and is better for the fabric.

*** Hand washing is the next best option. Use cold water and a mild detergent. Avoid strong detergents, especially concentrated forms or ones with optical whiteners, bleach, or alkalis. Absolutely NO BLEACHES. Try to use detergents like Le Blanc Linen Wash or Seventh Generation, that do not contain optical whiteners. Stains should be treated individually.

*** If needed, you may use a washing machine that does not have an agitator. Use cold water and the most gentle cycle available; for example, the “Hand Wash” cycle. We recommend using the extra rinse option to ensure all detergent is removed, which will prolong the life of the garment.

*** Do not put garment in the dryer! Hang dry, but not in the intense, direct sunlight if drying it outside.
*** It is best to press the garment while still damp. If this is not possible you can spray it with water. Use a hot iron on the “linen” setting with the steam setting turned OFF. Avoid letting the iron remain on one spot to avoid scorching. Move the iron in a constant gentle motion.

Treating stains:
Immediately treat a stain by using Shout or Spray-N-Wash or something similar. Lay your garment on a clean towel, and with a washcloth, rub it gently and briefly so as to not rub a hole in the fabric. Rinse it well to remove all of the stain remover. Put it between dry towels or washcloths to absorb the excess moisture. DO NOT ring the linen! If it is still too wet, do not iron over it because it will scorch easily. Then you will have another stain to treat!!! (LOL) Or if the stain did not get completely removed, treat it again BEFORE ironing the garment because heat sets stains.

Pressing your linen garment:
It is best/easiest to press the garment while it’s still a little damp. If this is not possible, you can spray it with water. It’s much handier if you have a spray bottle of water rather than spraying from the iron. Use a hot iron on the "linen" setting. Avoid letting the iron remain on one spot to avoid scorching. Move the iron in a constant, but gentle motion.

Begin with the neckband/shoulder bands. Next iron the sleeves – front and back. Then do the skirt last. Be careful not to keep ironing for too long of a period of time, as the iron needs to be set upright every so often. If you keep it down for too long, it will start spitting out calcified water which will stain the fabric. If you feel you’ve kept the iron down for too long, make sure that as you lift it up, you move it away from the fabric so the calcified water that is spitting out does not go on your fabric. If this should happen, DO NOT iron over the stain because heat will set it in!!! Immediately treat it according to the instructions given above on treating stains. If the stain spot is still too wet, do not iron over it just yet; finish ironing the rest of the garment and come back to that spot when it is drier. If you iron over it while it is still too wet, it will scorch easily. Then you will have another stain to treat!!! (LOL) Or if the stain did not get completely removed, treat it again BEFORE ironing the rest of the garment.

Let it hang until it is completely dry. You’ll notice that it still looks a bit wrinkled even after ironing it and hanging it to dry. You can leave it as it is, or if you want it really sharp and crisp, iron the garment again but do not spritz with water. Use the linen setting with NO steam - in other words, a "dry" iron.

Caring for your cotton garment:
*** Machine washing is fine as long as it does not have lace on it. If it does, you’ll want to hand wash it to preserve the lace!
*** Use cold water, a gentle cycle, and mild detergent. Avoid strong detergents, especially concentrated forms or ones with optical whiteners, bleach, or alkalis. Absolutely NO BLEACHES. Stains should be treated individually.
*** It can be put in the dryer, but only on the most delicate cycle.
*** It’s best to remove it while still a little damp, give it a quick press, and hang until completely dry.

Treating stains:
Immediately treat a stain by using Shout or Spray-N-Wash or something similar. Lay your garment on a clean towel, and with a washcloth, rub it gently and briefly so as to not rub a hole in the fabric. Rinse it well to remove all of the stain remover. Put it between dry towels or washcloths to absorb the excess
moisture. DO NOT ring the cotton! If it is still too wet, do not iron over it because it will scorch easily. Then you will have another stain to treat!!! (LOL) Or if the stain did not get completely removed, treat it again BEFORE ironing the garment because heat sets stains.

**Pressing your cotton garment:**
Since this cotton has been treated with an anti-wrinkle agent it will require very little ironing! However, a quick ironing will give it a much sharper and crisp look.

Spray lightly with water and use a hot iron on the "cotton" setting. Avoid letting the iron remain on one spot for too long to avoid scorching. Move the iron in a constant but gentle motion. Begin with the neckband/shoulder bands. Next iron the sleeves – front and back. Then do the skirt last.
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